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Roadblocks to Effective 
Communication
There are a number of factors that become roadblocks to 
effectively getting our ideas across. It might be a good exercise to 
make a note of the impediments that you encounter while 
communicating  or you observe others experiencing them. We 
have highlighted a few here.

1. Lack of clarity of the message: Being sure about what we 
preciselywant to convey helps in getting it across effectively. 
Thinkingit through, in our minds first, and then conveying 
it helpstremendously. Otherwise, if we think and speak 

together, there will be many breaks in which we would be 
mentally clarifyingwhat we want to say. These gaps can 
sometimes be enoughto distract the listeners and give 
their minds a reason towander! At times, the lack of 
preparation will also make usramble and this too will be a 
‘put-off’ for the observers.

2. Over communication: It is definitely important to 
share thecomplete story that you have in mind. 
Sometimes, however,the storyteller takes too many twists and 
turns and the narrativeceases to be concise. It has been 
noticed that most people—who are listening—can maintain 
complete attention for justfour sentences. Going beyond that 
allows enough scope for thelistener to either get bored and 
‘zoned-out’ or feel strained bythe incessant flow of 
details and information. This can turnout to be an 
expensive bet if we want a specific g oal t o 
b eachieved. Too much and unnecessary content lets the real 
mes-sage get lost in the surfeit of words.

3. Over promising and under delivering: This is true 
forcommuni-cations that revolve around the forging 
ofrelationships. It is especially applicable to people in the 
sellingbusiness. 
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3. Patronizing: When someone suggests—either verbally

or through non-verbal cues—that they are better informed 
orknow more than the other, their communication can be 
con-descending. They may seem to be talking down to the 
other,and hence, sound ‘patronizing’. Even when parents advise 
theirgrown-up children to do something in a manner that may 
seem that the young adults are being treated as children, it 
can beresented. The interactions at the workplace are even 
more complex, since all the parties come with their diverse 
mindsets, unique experiences,  distinct strengths and 
expectations. There is obvi-ously no scope for patronizing 
communication, since everyone adds value to the whole: 
Nobody is above or below the other.

After relocating for work to a foreign country, Radhika 
made some good friends. One of these friends, Susan, had 
travelled extensively. In just a few months of interacting, 
Radhika realized that Susan was communicating from a posi-
tion where she thought she knew better how things were to be 
done. Interacting with Radhika, Susan started to become more 
and more patronizing and disrespectful. Radhika was hurt and 

It is so easy for someone who is selling a product or a         
service(or mak-ing a commitment in a relationship) to 
convey thattheir offer-ings will deliver outstanding 
features: all withintight deadlines and at optimal costs. 
However, when it comesto adhering to the commitments 
made, there is a ‘poorshow’. Earlier com-munication is 
belied, credibility is lost,bitter feelings arise and rapport can 
be broken. This is truein all kinds of human interactions 
within families,volunteering groups, small-time businesses, 
big businessdealings and so on. Inflated and over-wrought 
promises are,therefore, an unacceptable road to take for 
effectivecommunication. If this approach is chosen repeti-
tively andat frequent intervals, there could be a complete 
collapse ofthe relationships involved.
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the friendship turned sour. Finally, Radhika decided to speak 
up and confront Susan. She mustered her courage and 
expressed her need to be dealt with respectfully and without 
being ‘talked down to’. This went a long way in repairing the 
damage that was done earlier, due to Susan’s patronizing style.

5. Excessive use of transparency and frankness: Some people firmly
believe that it is good to be totally truthful and transparent in 
their communication with all individuals and groups that they 
interact with. We can empathize with this, since these traits do 
enable us to feel connected to others and it does foster open-
ness and harmony with those we engage with.

But there is a flip side to this. Being forthright and truth-
ful—without being sensitive towards the other—can be a sure 
recipe for being misunderstood. Transparency, truthfulness 
and frankness need to go hand-in-hand with being diplomatic, 
discreet and sensitive to the process and the receiver’s needs. 
The adage to call a spade a spade is not to be followed 
religiously, without being perceptive of the person/group 
you are com-municating with, and/or the situation. In fact, 
if you are not sure whether to say something or remain 
silent, it might be better bet to do the latter.

6. Reacting versus responding: This has been covered in Section (A) 
of Chapter 1 and it might be important to revisit that section 
again.

It is very important to understand the difference between 
responding and reacting. When we are uncomfortable with 
what the other person is saying or the way in which it is said 
and we feel threatened, we immediately react. Our amygdala 
hijacks our ability to respond rationally! The reaction is a vis-
ceral outburst to a perceived ‘verbal threat’ to our ‘well-being’. 
It happens so that we can defend our views, our actions or 
ourselves! A reaction is like chemicals interacting with heat and 
effervescence! There is usually an outburst of emotions. The 
body tenses up, the heart starts racing and the mind gets ready 
with a rebuttal to ‘get even’.

When one has become aware of the process and the 
dynamics of the ‘amygdala hijack’ and decides not to get 
‘hooked’ the next time something provocative is said, even then 
it seems an impossible task not to react! It takes just a few 
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milliseconds for the person to come back to a space of reaction 
while completely forgetting the endeavour to respond.

In some relationships, people learn what our ‘hot buttons’ 
are and they know what to say to provoke us and get us to react! 
They consciously use this past knowledge to their advantage 
and expose our worst behaviour, in situations and in front of 
people where we cannot afford to exhibit this side of ours.

Responding is the skill to listen completely to what the 
other is saying and to provide an antiphon or a reply only when 
the idea has been internalized. It comes from a place of more 
understanding, logic, reasoning and thoughtfulness. The emo-
tional state is also more sober than when there is a reaction. 
‘Responding’ occurs when one uses an intentional pause to dis-
allow the amygdala hijack pathway to kick-in, thereby giving 
the frontal cortex the time to be ‘mindful’. The outcome is 
bound to be a well-thought-out response.

The ‘pause principle’ helps us to remain centred, calm and 
aware of our own emotions and those of others. It is a habit 
that becomes more robust with practice.

7. Generalizing, exaggerating and stereotyping: There are many
mental biases that we humans suffer from (see Section (A) of
Chapter 1). If someone were to focus the ‘spotlight’ on these
mental biases, we would immediately defend our thinking and
give reasons to prove that we are right. All of us do this.

Generalizing is communicating using terms such as mostly, 
many, usually, typically, inevitably and so on; sentences such as 
‘Many people from the south are intolerant of us, people from 
the north’, ‘Men mostly outsmart women in analytical skills’ and 
so on are examples. Stereotyping occurs when we use words 
such as all, always, never, none, either/or and so on. An exam-
ple, ‘You never hear me out, I always have to remind you to pick 
up your wet towel.’

We may have had an experience (a positive or a negative 
one) in dealing with a specific individual within or outside of 
our family, from our or another organization, from a host or a 
foreign country or culture. We tend to remember all such inci-
dents and these cloud our perception, which in turn influence 
our communication. Our minds are wired, for the sake of sur-
vival, to record these associations and experiences and swiftly 
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either generalize or stereotype the person or the event for the 
next time we encounter a similar setting. This response creates 
more obstacles and barriers in communicating and relating 
with others.

Questioning our paradigms, perceptions, thinking biases 
and distortions go a long way in giving us a fresh and novel 
perspective to our unique experiences. Not succumbing to the 
habits of exaggerating, generalizing or stereotyping can work 
wonders with our communication with people across the 
board.
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